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Whenever Euler’s Formula does not exclude a self-dual embedding of K, in an 
orientable Z-manifold, we construct one. This completes a problem partially 
solved by Lothar Heffter in 1898 and Arthur White in 1973. The method employs 
a more general type of current graph than that used to construct triangular 
embeddings. Self-duality does not follow directly from the index one nature of 
the constructed embeddings. 
In 1898 Heffter [ 1 ] tried to generalize the self-dual orientable embeddings 
of K4 in the sphere (tetrahedron) and K5 in the torus (Fig. 1). He succeeded 
in embedding K, self-dually in an orientable 2-manifold for all primes 
n = 1 (mod 4). 
FIGURE 1 
We define the dual of an embedding in the more general setting of an 
embedding of a pseudograph. This allows loops and parallel arcs. The 
dual of an embedding of a pseudograph in a 2-manifold is obtained by 
considering the interior of each face of the embedding as a vertex of a 
new embedded pseudograph. If two faces are adjacent along an arc in the 
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old pseudograph, we join the two faces (now vertices of the new graph) 
with a new arc crossing the old arc along whit the two faces are adjacent. 
For the formal details of this construction we refer the reader to I-hinge1 [2]. 
The resulting embedding of this new pseudograph in the same rna~~fo~d 
is called the dual of the original embedding, and if the dnal pseudograph 
is isomorphic to the original one, then the original embedding is said to 
bc self-dual. Note this implies that the new embedding is also self-dnal, 
since the dual of the dual of an embedding is agam the original ~~be~~~~g. 
We now show that Euler’s Formula excludes self-dual orientable 
embeddlngs of K, unless n = 0 or 1 (mod 4). Let 01~ ) 01~) a2 denote 
respectively the number of vertices, arcs, and faces in such an embeddi~g~ 
ding is in S, (the orientable 2-manifsl of gems p), then 
and Euler’s Formula dictates that 
p = (2 - 010 + Lx1 - a&2 = (I2 - l)(n - 4)>i4. 
Hence such an embedding can exist only if 12 = 0 or I (mod 4). We will 
show that such an embedding does indeed exist for these two resi 
classes. 
Since the embedding is to be self-dual, each face must be 
each of the other n - 1 faces exactly once along an edge. 
face is an (n - I)-gon. We will therefore construct an srientabl 
of Kn having n (n - I)-gons as faces, and then show it is self-duaL1 
We assume the reader is familiar with the method of index one current 
graphs [2, 31 for constructing triangular embeddings of graphs. Since we 
wish our faces to be (n - 1)-gons rather than triangles, we must mo 
the current graph construction principles by requiring that eat 
in the current graph be of valence n - 1 rather than three [43. 
that any such resulting index one embedding is orientable and consists of 
(at - I)-gons is simple and direct, but instead we will explicitly exhibit 
the (8 - l)-gons of the embeddings, and demonstrate that they are 
orientable. 
We first present the case z = 1 (mod 4). The group we will use is 
z 4s+l where n = 4s + 1. The current graph is illustrated in Fig. 2, first 
for s = 2, and then in general (note that for s = 1 we have the embed~~g 
caf Fig. 1) 
1 I am indebted to M. Jungerman for discussions about self-duality. 
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FIGURE 2 
The reader can check that all the construction principles are satisfied, 
and that the vertex is of valence n - 1. Thus the scheme for K, is generated 
by the following 0. line: 
0. 1, -2, -1, 2, 3, -4, -3, 4 2k - 1, -2k, ,..., -(2k - l), 2k ,..., 
2s - 1, -2s, -(2s - l), 2s (1 9 k <s). 
The additive rule then gives all the lines of the scheme. Explicit calculation 
gives the following cyclic sequence for the vertices of the face containing 
the directed arc from 0 to 1: 
0, 1, 3, 2, 0 ,...) 0, 2k - 1, 4k - 1, 2k, 0 ,..., 0, 2s - 1, 4s - 1, 2s 
(1 < k < s). (1) 
First we must verify that this sequence of 4s vertices contains no repeti- 
tions of directed arcs, i.e., this face really is an (n - I)-gon (it is con- 
ceivable, for example, that the sequence could repeat starting in the middle, 
and thus really only represent an ((n - 1)/2)-gon). Since the sequence 
of differences between successive vertices in the sequence (1) is 
1, 2, -1, -2, 3, 4, -3, -4 ,..., 2k - 1, 2k, -(2k - l), -2k ,..,, 
2s - 1, 2s, -(2s - l), -2s (1 -6 k < s), 
and these are all distinct, no arc is repeated, and this face really is an 
(n - 1)-gon. Likewise, by explicit calculation from the scheme, we obtain, 
for each i E Z4s+l , the cyclic sequence 
i, 1 + i, 3 + i, 2 -j- i, i ,..., i, (2k - 1) + i, (4k - 1) + i, 2k + i, i ,..., 
i, (2s - 1) + i, (4s - 1) + i, 2s + i (1 <k <s> 
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for the vertices of the face containing the directed arc (i? I -I- i). Since the 
sequence of differences between successive vertices is the same for all i we 
know each such face is an (n - I)-gon. We call it ‘gon (i). 
that these really are rz distinct ‘gons since, from the sequence of successive 
differences, it is obvious that the directed arc (& 1 + i) occurs only in 
‘gon (il. Since 01~ = n(n - 1)/2, these n (n - I)-gons are all the faces 
of the embedding. The preceding argument works in general for index 
one current graphs. 
ove self-duality, we need only show that any two di,%erent (z - I)- 
e adjacent, since we know by definition the number of arcs in the 
dual is n(n - 1)/2. Given any two (n - I)-gons (i> an.d {jj> where i,j E Z)4S+l, 
and i # j, then, by interchanging i and j if necessary, we have 1 < i-j < 2s. 
If i - j = 2k where 1 < k < s, then ‘gon (i) contains (i, (2k - 1) + i) 
and ‘gon (j> contains ((2k - 1) +i,i), and if i-j=2k-1 where 
I < k < S, then ‘gon (i} contains (2k + i, i) aml ‘gon (j> contains 
(i, 2k + i). This proves that the embedding is self-dual and orientable. 
We note In passing that self-duality does not follow merely because 
the scheme came from an index one current graph, For instance the 
orientable scheme for Kg generated by the current graph of Fig. 3, a&ho 
consisting of nine octagons, is not a self-dual embedding of K9 
octagons are not all mutually adjacent). 
FIGURE 3 
Turning now to the case n = 0 (mod 4), we wiil use the group 
G = Z, x H, x Z, x a.- x z, x zt - 
r times 
where n = 2’t, t is odd, and r > 2. There are precisely 2’ - 1 elements sf 
order two. This leaves 2’(t - 1) elements with distinct inverses, and we 
choose a, , a, , a, ,..., azT-lct-l, from this collection such that they and 
their inverses exhaust the collection. Note that since r > 2 there is an 
even number of a’s. We label the elements of order two b, , b, ,..., bzrwl . 
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From elementary group theory we know Cf,“i’ bl = 0. Thus in the 
current graph of Fig. 4, Kirchhoff’s Current Law is satisfied, the vertex 
is of valence 2 * 2?-l * (t - 1) + 2’ - 1 = n - 1, all the other construc- 
tion principles are satisfied, and the following 0. line results: 
0. a,, ---a2 9 -al, a2, a3, -4, -3, a4 ,..., %k-l, -a2k, -a2k-1, 
a2k ,..., a2r-lct-1j-1, -a2r-lct-lj , -a2r-l~t-1~--1 , a2T-l+1j , 
h , b, ,..., b2cl 
G 
(1 < k < 27t - 1)). 
FIGURE 4 
This generates via the additive rule the entire scheme for K, . The cyclic 
sequence of vertices adjacent to the face containing (0, aJ is, by calculation, 
0, al, al f a2, a,, 0, a3, a3 + a4, a4, 09...p O, a2k-1, a2k-1 + a2kJ 
a,, , 0 ,..., 0, a2r-l+1J-l , a2T-l~t-1~-1 + a2P-l+1J , 
a2T-lct-lj , 0, h, bl + b2, bl + b2 + b3 ,..., 
2T-2 
L bz 
(1 < k < 2’-2(t - 1)). (2) 
As before, to check that this is an (n - l)-gon, we must verify that the 
cyclic sequence does not repeat any directed arcs. The sequence of dif- 
ferences between successive vertices of (2) is 
al, a2, -al, -a2? a3, a4, -a3, -a4 ,..., a2k-1, a2k, -a2k-1, -a2k ,..., 
a2~-l~t-1~-l , a2r-l+1j , -a2T-ltt-lJ-1 , -a2T-l+-1) , b, , 6, , b3 ,..., 
b b,r-, 2T-2 ' (1 < k < 2T-2(t - 1)). 
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These are all the nonzero elements of G, hence no arcs are repeated, and 
(2) is an (n - I)-gon. By calculation we obtain, for each g E G, 
g, 4 + g, 4 + a2 + g, a2 + g, g, a3 -I- g, a3 + er, + 2s a4 + g, g;. -, 
& a2k-l + & &k-1 + a2k + g, a2k + & &..3 
g, a2T-l(t+l i- g, a2p-l(t-1)-1 + a2q-l(t-I) -t- g, 
~~r-l+~) + g, g, 6, + g, b, f b, + g, b, f b, + b3 -t- $3. .., 
2r-2 
(1 < k < 27t - 1)) 
as the sequence of vertices of the face containing the directed arc (g5 a, -f-g). 
Since the sequence of differences between successive vertices is again the 
same for all g E G, we know each such face is an (n - I)-gon. We know 
also that only ‘gon (g} contains the directed arc (g, a, + g), hence these 
n (n - I)-gons are distinct and constitute all the faces of the embedding. 
Coven any two (n - 1)-gons (g> and (h) where g, h E G and g # lz, then 
since (a, ) a2 ,..., a27-~(t-1) , b, , b2 ,..., b,,,) and their inverses constitute 
all the nonidentity elements of G, we know, interchangmg g and kz if 
necessary, that either g - 1~ = a2k where 1 < k < 2’-2(t - It), g - iz = 
a,,_,where1~k~2’-2(t-1),org-h=b,where1~m~22’--1. 
If g - h = a2K then (g> contains (g, a2B-1 + g) and (h) contains 
(a,,-, + g, g). If g - h = a2kW1 then {g} contains (aZk + g, g) and {A) 
contains (g, a2k + g). Finally, if g - h = 6, , then (g] contains 
and {Iz] contains 
( 
m-1 
g+ C b z, gf i bz 
Z=l I=1 
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the sum cE<’ bl being vacuous if m = 1. Thus the embedding is self-dual 
and orientable. Again we note that index one construction principles do 
not suffice for self-duality, as the twelve 11-gons of the orientable 
embedding of K,, given by Fig. 5 are not all mutually adjacent. 
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